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The growling wolf within, is about to raise havoc

When Ginny Whitlock married who she thought was her Prince Charming, she never expected to fall in love
with his two children as well. But now she’d be willing to put her life on the line to protect them, even if it
means fleeing to a cozy fixer-upper on the banks of Silverwood Island to escape the wrath of her former
husband.

Luckily for her the cottage comes with a repairman that is beyond drop dead gorgeous. With a body sculpted
like a Greek god and a charm that intoxicates her from the get-go, Zander is definitely no ordinary man. But
there’s one problem: he keeps saying he’s a wolf, and won’t stop claiming her and her children as his own.
It’s insane!

But Ginny’s pursuer isn’t about to simply give up on hunting her down, and Zander could very well be the
one thing standing between Ginny and her ex-husband. When Ginny is forced to confront the demons of her
past, Zander will finally release the snarling wolf inside. It’s do or die, and Zander won’t rest until Ginny is
safe in his arms.
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From Reader Review Saved By Her Wolf for online ebook

Sandra Singleton says

https://www.amazon.com/review/R2WHLFG...

Jenna Jochum says

Okay, not anything astounding

I found a lot wrong with the book. Lots of grammar errors, unrealistic plot moments, and the book doesn’t
exactly flow. I found this book to be decent enough to where I actually finished it, but I will not be
recommending it or reading it again.

Angelica Larsson says

Great book!

This is a fastpaced and wellwritten story that I enjoyed reading. I loved the storyline and the characters. I
loved the chemistry between Ginny and Zander. If you like reading about shapeshifters then this is the book
for you!

Annie Fitzgerald says

Ginny’s maternal instincts kick in while trying to gain custody of her adopted children from their abusive
father and she flees to Silverwood Island with her kids. There she meets wolf shifter Zander who falls in love
with her and claims her and the kids vowing to protect them all from her ex.

I received this book as an arc and am voluntarily leaving a review.

Merry Jelks-Emmanuel says

He's looking for his mate and she's looking for safety from an abusive ex husband. Zander is willing to put it
all on the line to protect her and will probably come down to his wolf doing just that. If you love paranormal
romance with a doze of alpha male, you will love this book. I voluntarily agreed to receive an ARC of this
book for an honest review.



Pamela daSilva says

Saved By Her Wolf by Maia Starr

Good storyline and enjoyed the characters in the book. Ginny and Zander are the couple in the story. Ginny
has taken her children and ran from her ex-husband. She meets Zander and they fall in love. There is
kidnapping and some fighting to the story.

Patricia Hoffstaetter says

An intriguing & fascinating wolf shifter romance which immediately draws you in from the first chapter and
you will be totally captivated until the last page. The characters are quite well-developed and entwine fairly
well with each other with regards to the situation they find themselves in and react with realistic emotional
feelings of fear, needs & desires. The story-line and plot is intriguing, well-thought out and written.
There is: wolf shifters, packs, a woman on the run (Ginny Whitlock) & the two children she is
protecting(Olivier & Grace), a abusive ex-husband (Danny Kriser), a wolf shifter who has discovered his
mate (Zander), his alpha (Flint), adventure, action, twists & turns, intrigue, suspense, friendship, secrets,
danger, enemies, threats, violence, memories, abuse, an island, playfulness, loneliness, excitement,
discovery, attraction, apprehension, verbal banter, conversation, annoyance, discovery, worry, nervousness,
abduction, shifting, anger, conflict, determination, confrontations, relief, happiness, some steam and a
satisfying ending.
I truly enjoyed reading this wolf shifter romance & would recommend it.

Lisa Baffi says

Four stars!

This story was short but good. I liked the way Ginny fought for the children, and how Zander was always
trying to make her laugh. However,I would have liked to know how how the wolf side of Zander thought.

Linda Levine says

I really liked Ginny. She wanted to do what was right for the children even if it put her at risk. She was only
married a short time to their father and took being their stepmother very seriously. Zander knows she is his
mate and is determined to keep them safe from her ex. They make a good couple with plenty of chemistry.

I am voluntarily reviewing a copy I received.



Tammy Sandeen says

Over all good...

Heat level 7 of 10, some immature moments between characters, some editing errors, sometimes rushed,
sometimes more told than shown, BUT a fun little read with a good story base. I had no problem finishing it.
I would read it again. It is more a single piece of candy instead of a meal or a cake.

Nikita Parikh says

Wolf shifter romance....
The book is written well and sometimes it's difficult to get a good wolf shifter story. This one was decently
written. This author is new to me but I may dive in for a few more books written by her. The story line is
good with decent protagonist and it doesn't hurt that it is sprinkled with some good action. Overall, it was
Good!

Guylande says

" I voluntarily reviewed this book. "
Ginny is running with her two stepchildren and protecting them from her ex-husband, their father. She meets
Zander when she settled in Silverwood Island. I really enjoy reading this series.

Lindalee says

Ok

I received this book as a arc review. I enjoys the story, but the over explaining of things was a bit much for
me. It’s the classic girl divorces abusive guy , runs away meets great guy and the fight at the end. Everyone
lives happily ever after.

I did find one typo, grace lays her head on Ginny’s head.

Lory says

Very enjoyable fast paced story. Plenty of intrigue, action, and of course steamy romance to keep you
hooked from beginning to end. Overall a enjoyable and entertaining read. I voluntarily read and review this
ARC no monetary compensation was received the opinions I have expressed are my own.



Lynn Smith says

Saved by Her Wolf

Ginny was determined to get the twins away from their abusive father. Hiding out on Silverwood island she
thinks she is safe. Zander is sure Ginny is is true mate but she has secrets she won't share.
Enjoyed the story. Could have used a little more romance between Zander and Ginny.


